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Abstract
Genomic rearrangements larger than 50 bp are called structural variants. As a group,
they affect the phenotypic diversity among humans and have been associated with many
human disorders including neurodevelopmental disorder and cancer. Recent advances in
whole genome sequencing (WGS) technologies have made it possible to identify many
more disease-causing genetic variants relevant in clinical diagnostics and sometimes
affecting treatment. Numerous approaches have been proposed to detect structural
variants, but to acquire and filter out the most significant information from the
multitude of called variants in the sequencing data has shown to be a challenge. Another
obstacle is the high computational cost of data analyses and difficulties in configuring
and operating the softwares and databases. Here, we present SVenX, a highly
automated and parallelized pipeline that analyzes and call structural variants using
linked read WGS data. It performs variant calling using three different approaches, as
well as annotation of variants and variant filtering. We also introduce a new tool,
SVGenT, that reanalyzes the called structural variants by performing de novo assembly
using the aligned reads at the identified breakpoint junctions. By comparing assembled
contigs and analyzing the read coverage between the breakpoint junctions, SVGenT
improves both variant and genotype classification and the breakpoint localization.
Introduction
It is well known that variations in the human genome are responsible for differences
between individuals and specific traits. The size of variants vary from single nucleotide
variants (SNV) to large chromosomal rearrangements, and are associated with both
common and rare human diseases, including autism [1], schizophrenia [2] and other
neuropsychiatric disorders [3]. Genomic rearrangements larger than 50 base pairs (bp)
are commonly referred to as structural variants (SVs) and are the source of more base
alterations compared to SNVs [4]. Different classes of SVs have been defined and
include copy number variants (CNV) such as deletions (DEL) and duplications (DUP),
and balanced SVs that do not effect the number of copies such as insertions (INS),
inversions (INV) and translocations. To understand genetic disorders and complex
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traits, it is important to identify and genotype all different SV types and size [5] [6].
However, the majority of SVs in the human genome are not linked to any disorders, and
several attempts to create databases of SVs have been made with the goal of define a
gold standard. The database of Genomic Variants (DGV) [7] focuses on mapping SVs
in healthy humans to provide curated information to the Genome Reference Consortium
(GRC) [8], while the NCBIs database of SVs (dbVar) [9] also includes clinical data and
data from other species. Despite the large number of human genomes being sequenced
and many databases being built, there are still challenges in correctly calling and
interpreting SVs.
The challenges in the detection and accurate prediction of SVs includes short-read
sequencing technologies, an accurate reference genome, and optimal computational tools
to analyze these data. No sequencing method can read the whole genome from start to
end, and several different methods have been developed to re-sequence the human
genome by fragmenting the DNA, sequencing and finally aligning reads to a reference
genome (currently hg19). Despite several attempts of finding SVs with high reliability
using short-read sequencing data, the methods struggle within repetitive regions where
short-reads often are mapped incorrectly. Furthermore, SV discovery depends on
information both in and between reads. By applying the 10x Genomics Chromium™
barcode strategy with Illumina sequencing to link reads into contigs, some of these
obstacles may be overcome [10] [11] [12].
The variant calling format (VCF) was developed by the 1000 genomes project [13]
and may be used both for the annotation of SVs as well as other DNA polymorphisms.
The VCF includes both start and end position of the specific variant, the reference
allele, the called non-reference allele, the quality score, and additional information such
as genotype and filtering information. The filtering information is defined in the
heading, and can include a quality score or number of samples with data. The filter
status in the file is set to PASS if the position has passed all filters, and otherwise it is
set to FAIL. Available computational tools are good at detecting different types of
variants with different precision [14], and therefore WGS data is often analyzed using
several callers to identify different types of SVs. This means that the generated VCF
files often contain predictions from multiple tools where the information about SV
classification, breakpoints and genotypes can differ significantly. Today’s software lack
in their ability of genotyping with high precision, and some of the SVs discovered are
not genotyped at all.
To improve the analysis of genomic SVs, we present a new highly parallelized
pipeline, SVenX (Structural Variants pipeline for tENX-data) and a new genotyper
SVGenT. SVenX takes one or multiple samples of linked-read sequencing data and
generates a VCF file of predicted SVs. Three variant caller softwares are included (1)
Long Ranger WGS, (2) CNVnator ( [15]) and (3) TIDDIT ( [16]). Long Ranger WGS
was developed by 10x-genomics and is a pipeline that performs variant calling,
de-duplication and filtering, it also performs alignment by mapping the reads to a
reference genome. CNVnator is a variant caller that uses read depth information to call
CNVs, and TIDDIT is an in-house developed high-performance variant caller using
discordant pair and supplementary alignment (SA) to discover and call variants [16].
Two softwares for annotations are included in the pipeline (1) VEP ( [17]) and (2)
SVDB query ( [18]). VEP is a variant effect predictor and adds information about
location, possible effected genes or transcripts, if the variant effect a regulatory site, etc.
SVDB query is a second annotation tool which in addition to VEP also give variant
frequency information. As a last step in the pipeline, a new software SVGenT was
developed to improve genotype prediction and SV classification. Finally, SVGenT
predicts new breakpoints by de novo assembly of predicted SV-regions. It considers all
SVs found in the VCF file, first by running de novo assembly on reads covering the SV
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region, and second by re-analyzing the read depths over the region, and returns an
updated VCF file containing new SV predictions.
SVenX have been tested on a high performance cluster, analyzing 13 samples of
human 10x Genomics WGS data obtained from blood samples as input. The pipeline
produces annotated and filtered VCF files for all samples within a 5 day period. The
final VCF file contains between 2000 to 3000 individual SV calls, and VCF files from
each variant caller can be found in a separate sample specific folder. The new tool
SVGenT was compared with three variant callers (TIDDIT, CNVnator and DELLY
[19]) using two different datasets, one public large scale sequencing dataset (NA12878)
from a Utah woman sequenced using several different techniques to obtain benchmark
reference material [20], and one simulated dataset. The tool performs well in finding
true SVs, and improves the SV classification. SVGenT also generates and returns
important information regarding read coverage between and around the breakpoints,
which could be useful in understanding more complex structural variations and
rearrangements.
Materials and methods
SVenX: pipeline for detection of SVs using 10x Genomics data
SVenX is written in Nextflow [21], a domain-specific language (DSL) for data-driven
computational pipelines, and Python and Bash. The pipeline takes one sample-folder of
10x Genomics FASTQ-files R1 (forward), R2 (reverse complementary) and I1 (index), or
alternatively one folder containing multiple sample folders as input. The user also
specifies which variant calling tools (TIDDIT and/or CNVnator) to use in the Pipeline,
except for Long Ranger WGS, and also specifies if an annotation by VEP should be
performed on small indels. The folders are checked for required FASTQ-files; R1, R2
and I1, before the user defined programs are launched. If several samples have been
selected, SVenX will channel all samples for parallel execution.
Structural variant calling
In the default setting the 10x Genomics software Long Ranger WGS is the first variant
caller to be launched. This program will call SVs and SNVs, and for each category
generate two files, one barcoded and indexed BAM file and one phased and indexed
VCF file. Long Ranger WGS is performed using 16 cpus. As soon as the Long Ranger
WGS process is completed, the BAM file is copied and processed in parallel by TIDDIT
and CNVnator for additional variant calling, and VEP is run to annotate small indels.
TIDDIT is executed with the following settings: -i 20000, -r 100, -p 6, -q 10, meaning
that the number of SAs have to be 100 at least to call a small SV, and 5 to call a large
SV. It will generate a TAB file containing read coverage information for every 100th
base (1 bin) in the sample, and a VCF file with the predicted SVs. CNVnator is
executed with a bin size of 1000bp and generates a VCF file with the predicted CNVs.
Finally, the VCF files containing SV calls are merged together using SVDB merge.
Annotation and filtering
First, the merged VCF file is annotated using VEP, and second by SVDB. The
annotated VCF file is filtered by only selecting variants with a PASS in the VCF filter
field. As a last step in the pipeline, the output files are sorted into sample specific
folders (Fig 1).
A flowchart of SVenX is shown in Fig 2.
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Fig 1. SVenX output; graph representation of sorted folders and files.
SVenX saves the output files from each variant caller, annotation and filtering step in
the pipeline. These files are then sorted into sample specific folders inside the
SVGenT out folder.
Evaluating the performance of SVenX
The performance of SVenX was evaluated by executing the pipeline with 13 samples of
WGS data generated through linked read sequencing (10x Genomics) as input. The
DNA was collected from human blood samples. The total performance of the pipeline
as well as each component (Long Ranger WGS (using 16 cores), VEP for small indels,
CNVnator and TIDDIT) was timed and the number of calls was calculated for each
process and for the final VCF file. SVenX was executed on UPPMAX, a high
performance cluster using Intel Xeon E5-2630 v3 processors.
SVGenT: new tool for genotype and breakpoint prediction
SVGenT requires a BAM file, an annotated VCF file and a TAB file generated by
TIDDIT, with read depth information per 100 base-pairs, as input. SVGenT also require
a SQLite database (SVGenT.db) containing mappability and GC-content information.
SVGenT database
In order for SVGenT to perform read depth normalization, the SQLite database
SVGenT.db is required. The SVGenT database script is written in python, and requires
the human reference genome hg19 [22] and mappability data in bigWig-format from the
Centre for Genomic Regulation (CRG) [23]. The mappability data contains measures
how often a kmer of size 100 base-pairs is aligned in the reference genome and gives a
score between 0 and 1, calculated by dividing 1 by the number of alignments observed
[24]. The mappability data are presented as a score for every position in the genome.
The bigWig-file is converted to bedGraph format before it can be used as input in the
SVGenT database script. SVGenT then calculates the average mappability for every
100 bp bin (position 1-100, 101-200,...,(n-99)-n) in the genome and the results are saved
along with chromosome, start and end positions to the database SVGenT.db. The
script will also calculate the GC-content of the same 100bp bins using the reference
FASTA file. The GC-content information is added to SVGenT.db where chromosome
and positions are equivalent.
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Fig 2. SVenX pipeline flowchart. The SVenX pipeline with the variant callers
presented in light blue boxes, annotation tools presented in purple boxes and genotype
tools presented in a darker blue box. SVenX starts by confirming that all 10x Genomics
sequencing output files have been added correctly as input, then the Nextflow script is
created based on user specified requests about which variant callers to run. The script
always starts by executing Long Ranger WGS for de-duplication, filtering, alignment
and variant calling. If the variant callers CNVnator and/or TIDDIT, and annotation
using VEP for small indels were selected, these programs are executed in parallel. The
variant callers save called SVs as VCF files, which are merged together before annotated
using VEP and SVDB query. As a last step, the VCF file is filtered and only calls with
a quality of PASS are retained.
Genotype, breakpoint prediction and SV-type classification using de novo
assembly
SVGenT generates a sample specific SQLite database (not the same as SVGenT.db)
containing chromosome, start position, end position and read coverage for every 100bp
bins, by reading the TAB file containing read coverage information. The database is
joined with SVGenT.db, adding GC-content and mappability information for every
100bp where both chromosome and genomic positions are identical in the two databases.
From the VCF file, the SV breakpoint start and end positions are retrieved and a 2kb
region for the called positions are calculated e.g. if the called SV is on chromosome 1
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position 3451100 and end position 3454000, the region will be chromosome 1 position
3450100-3452100 and 3453000-3455000. Sequencing reads within the regions are
extracted from the BAM file using SAMtools [25], and creates a separate BAM file for
this SV. The created BAM file is then converted to a FASTA file using Bash. If the
breakpoints in an SV are located within the same 2kb region, only reads from one
region will be used to avoid duplicated reads (Fig 3). The region specific BAM file are
converted to a FASTA format before executing de novo assembly. Two de novo
assembly tools, ABYSS 2.0 [26], and SSAKE 3.8.5 [27], are used to analyze the region
specific FASTA file. ABySS assembles the sequencing reads by using the Bruijn graph
[28]. ABySS use multiple kmer and trim settings. The minimum kmer coverage used for
the assemble is 3 and kmer sizes used are: 30, 50, 70 and 90, and for every kmer size,
three different maximum length of blunt contigs being trimmed are; 10, 30 and the
same length as the used kmer. SSAKE assembles the reads by iteratively searching for
reads mapping to the end of a contig, and the minimum depth of coverage used is 10.
Fig 3. Extracting reads for overlapping breakpoint regions. The two
breakpoint regions (2kb) are overlapping. In this case, the regions will be merged and
sequence reads will be retrieved within the flanking ends of the regions (start and stop
in the figure).
All the contigs created are then merged to a single FASTA file. The contigs are
aligned to the reference genome using Burrow’s wheeler alignment algorithm [29], and
the mapped results are presented as a new SAM file. The mapped contigs from the
SAM file are first checked if they have a cigar field with soft clipping (S), an indication
of an true SV event. If a soft clipping is present, the distance from contig start position
to the soft clipping event is calculated, and this is the new predicted breakpoint (Fig 4).
The same procedure is carried out for the SA.
If no information concerning supplementary mapping is available, or if the regions
fall outside the source 2kb regions, the contig will be ignored and SV classification and
genotyping will only be carried out by read depth information. If SA information is
provided, the contig parts mapped with soft clipping are also checked for strand
direction by converting SAM flag to binary numbers with factor 2 and examine if 24 is
present. If no soft clipping is found, the contigs are checked for matching (M) contigs
spanning the breakpoints. If more than one soft clipping contig is found, the longest
contig is used for further predictions. The first genotype predictions are performed by
comparing soft clipping and completely matched regions. If the two contigs span over
the same region, SVGenT will genotype this variant as heterozygous (symbolized as
0/1). Or, if no matching region span over the soft clipping breakpoints the genotype
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Fig 4. De novo assembly and alignment to reference. The sequence reads are
retrieved within a 2kb region centered on the breakpoint positions. The reads are then
de novo assembled into contigs, and mapped back to the reference genome. The result is
presented in a SAM file. If the events of both an alignment and a SA are reported in a
contig; soft clipping (S) will be present for the primary alignment, and hard clipping for
the SA in the SAM file. In the example presented in the figure, the contig has been
mapped with a SA. The cigar field in the SAM file could look like this: primary
alignment; 500M500S, and for the SA; 500H500M (1000kb contig).
will be classified as homozygous (symbolized as 1/1) (Fig 5).
For the second genotype prediction and SV classification, read depth information is
used. Three regions are considered, the region between the breakpoint junctions, the
2kb region surrounding the first breakpoint and the second. If the breakpoint junctions
are located on different chromosomes, no read coverage information is collected between
breakpoints and only two regions will be analyzed. The read coverage and GC bias for
the regions are then corrected by the equation Eq 1 also implemented by [30] and [15],
where RDi is the raw read coverage for SV region found in sample-specific SQLite
database, RDGC is the average read coverage for bins with the same GC content as the
breakpoint bin, RDall is the average read coverage for all bins in the same chromosome
as the region with a mappability score above a threshold of 0.5, and R˜Di is the
normalized read coverage for the SV region. All data were retrieved from the
sample-specific SQLite database.
R˜Di = RDi · RDall
RDGC
(1)
Genotype and CNV classification by read-depth
If the region between breakpoint bins has a mappability score below 0.5, This SV will
not be analyzed by SVGenT and the original SV will be kept in the new VCF. If the
breakpoint bin has a mappability score equal to or above 0.5, the read depth
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Fig 5. Genotyping called variants using contigs. The contigs produced through
de novo assembly are used to classify the SV as homozygous or heterozygous. If two
contigs span the same region, one with soft clipping and the other with complete match,
this SV is classified as heterozygous. If only a single contig with soft clipping and SA is
detected, the SV will be classified as homozygous.
information is used to classify SV type and genotype by comparing the region bins
between breakpoints to the global average. The classification is described in Table 1.
Table 1. SV classification by read depth
Genotype Read depth comparison
Homozygous DEL R˜Di < 0.25 ·RDall
Heterozygous DEL R˜Di > 0.25 ·RDall and R˜Di < 0.75 ·RDall
Homozygous DUP R˜Di > 1.75 ·RDall
Heterozygous DUP R˜Di > 1.25 ·RDall and R˜Di < 1.75 ·RDall
The strand information is also checked. If the directions of contig alignments are in
two different directions, the SV will be classified as an INV. Otherwise, if the
breakpoints are on different chromosomes or have not been classified as DEL, DUP or
INV, they will be classified as BND.
The new SV genotypes, breakpoints and SV types are together with the statistics
printed to an updated VCF file also containing the original SVs SVGenT failed to
classify. A flowchart of SVGenT is presented in Fig 6.
Benchmarking the sensitivity and specificity of SVGenT
The performance of SVGenT SV-classification, breakpoint position and genotype
prediction were evaluated first by using the public large-scale sequencing data NA12878
[20], and second by using a simulated dataset generated by CreateTranslocations [31].
A detailed description of the benchmarking is given in the supplementary S1 File.
Benchmarking using NA12878
SVGenT was benchmarked using the public large scale sequencing dataset NA12878
[20] retrieved as a BAM file. Variant calling was performed by TIDDIT (default
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Fig 6. Flowchart of SVGenT. SVGenT takes a BAM, VCF and TAB file as input.
From the VCF file, SV breakpoint start and end positions are retrieved. A 2kb region
surrounding the breakpoint positions are calculated, and sequencing reads within this
regions are collected from the BAM file, creating a separate BAM file for each SV. The
BAM files are then converted to FASTA files and used as input for de novo assembly.
Two assembly tools are used (ABYSS and SSAKE), generating new FASTA files with
the assembled contigs. The contigs are mapped to the reference genome using BWA,
presenting the result as SAM files. The alignment result are analyzed by looking at the
mappability, GC content and read coverage over the region using SVGenT SQLite
database and TIDDIT TAB file. The re-calibrated SVs are reported in a new VCF file
together with calls SVGenT failed to classify
settings), CNVnator (bin size 100) and DELLY (only looking for DELs) separately,
generating VCF and TAB files. SVGenT was then executed on the VCF files. The new
VCF files containing updated variant breakpoints, SV types were compared to
corresponding validated gold standard dataset of deletions [32] by merging the files
using SVDB. The merging was performed using 10000 as maximum distance between
breakpoints, and required overlap was 0.6. The performance was calculated using the
equation Eq 2. Two different approaches for merging were performed, one by variant
type adding –no var as argument, and the other without. The performances of TIDDIT
and DELLY were evaluated for comparison. SVGenT was also executed directly on the
validated dataset to examine how well it performs excluding possible error sources in
previous steps of variant calling.
Y =
Sn − (Mn − Tn)
Tn
(2)
Y is the rate of correctly classified calls, Sn is the number of calls from the sample
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VCF, Tn number of true variants in true VCF and Mn is the number of calls after
merging sample VCF and true VCF.
Benchmarking using a simulated dataset
The performance of SVGenT was also evaluated using a simulated dataset generated by
CreateTranslocation [31]. The dataset was created with zero translocations, 1000
tandem duplications, 2000 deletions and 1000 inversions, with a random distribution
over all chromosomes excluding chromosome Y (female genome). The average read
coverage was set to 30, the rate of homozygouzity events was set to 0.1 and the
minimum distance between events was 5000. CreateTranslocation generates a sorted
and indexed BAM file plus a TAB file describing each event. Variant calling was
performed by TIDDIT and DELLY separately. SVGenT was executed on the generated
VCF files plus one merged VCF file from both variant callers. Calls from each tool and
the merged file were compared, before and after applying SVGenT, with the TAB file
describing the true events. The accuracy, sensitivity and precision were calculated for
each comparison.
Results
The performance of SVenX was tested on 13 samples of human 10x Genomics WGS
data. The average time for completing the pipeline was 5 days and the number of SV
calls in the final VCF were 2444 in average. Long Ranger WGS took 3 days to align,
sort and perform calling of the WGS data, while the other tools required only a few
hours (Table 2).
Table 2. Performance of SVenX pipeline was measured in time and the
number of SV calls was counted for each variant caller
Process Time SV calls (n)
Long Ranger WGS 3(d) 3 993
CNVnator 1-3(h) 1 095
TIDDIT 1-4(h) 23 353
VEP (small indels) <0.1(h) -
SVDB merge <0.1(h) 33 096
VEP <0.1(h) -
SVDB query <0.1(h) -
filtering and sorting folders <0.1(h) 2 444
Total 4-5(d) 2 444
The time and number of calls are an average of 13 WGS samples.
The performance of SVGenT was first evaluated using the public dataset NA12878,
and compared with a validated gold standard dataset of deletions. The validation was
carried out in two different analyzes. First, by running SVGenT directly on the
validated dataset to examine if the tool is capable of finding the variants. The validated
dataset consists of 2677 deletions of which SVGenT succeed to find and classify 2461
SVs (92%). 2011 (82%) of the 2461 SVs SVGenT found was classified as deletions, 390
(16%) as break ends and the rest as inversions or duplications. Of the 2677 validated
deletions, SVGenT classify 75% correctly of which 60% were classified by de novo
assembly contig analyses and 40% was classified using breakpoint information from
input VCF file and read depth information. The performance of SVGenT on the
NA12878 data compared to validated deletions in various length are presented in
Table 3.
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Table 3. The performance of SVGenT on the validated gold standard dataset of deletions (NA12878).
Small DELs Medium DELs Large DELs Total DELs
SVGenT DELs 0.62 0.76 0.80 0.75
SVGenT SVs 0.67 0.98 0.87 0.92
The number of SVs and correct classified deletions using SVGenT were counted for four categories and compared with the
validated gold standard dataset. The four categories are: (1) Small DELs (deletions smaller than 100bp), (2) Medium DELs
(deletions between 100 to 1000bp), (3) Large DELs (deletions larger than 1000bp), and a total count including all DELs. The
rate of correctly classified DELs and SVs are presented in the table.
Second, SVGenT was validated by running variant callers TIDDIT, CNVnator and
DELLY on the NA12878 data and then executing SVGenT. The number of correctly
classified deletions based on the validated dataset was compared between the different
tools (Table 4). SVGenT was also benchmarked using simulated data generated by
CreateTranslocations. Variant calling was performed by TIDDIT and DELLY. SVGenT
was performed on the generated VCF files, plus one merged file with calls from both
TIDDIT and DELLY. Calls from each tool and the combined file were compared with
the true dataset of SVs and the result are presented in Table 5.
Table 4. The performance of SVGenT on the public large scale dataset
NA12878.
NA12878
TIDDIT DELLY CNVnator
- SVGenT - SVGenT - SVGenT
Correct calls 0.55 0.43 0.71 0.73 0.005 -
Correct DELs 0.29 0.42 0.71 0.71 - -
The rate of correctly called SVs (not considering variant type) and DELs for variant
callers TIDDIT, DELLY and CNVnator on the public large-scale dataset NA12878. The
performance of SVGenT for each caller is presented in the SVGenT column.
Table 5. The performance of SVGenT on a simulated dataset.
Simulated data
TIDDIT DELLY Merged calls
- SVGenT - SVGenT - SVGenT
Accuracy calls 0.36 0.43 0.84 0.84 0.94 0.95
True positive rate 0.50 0.54 0.82 0.82 0.94 0.95
False negative rate 0.50 0.46 0.18 0.18 0.06 0.05
Precision 0.35 0.43 0.84 0.84 0.79 0.80
Accuracy SV-type 0.32 0.42 0.65 0.65 0.73 0.76
Accuracy genotype 0.32 0.34 0.27 0.32 0.38 0.38
The rate of correctly called SVs for variant callers TIDDIT, DELLY, and one merged
file with calls from TIDDIT and DELLY on a simulated dataset. First calculated
ignoring variant type (Accurate calls), second by considering the variant type (Accuracy
SV-type), and third by considering the genotype (Accuracy genotype). The accuracy
was calculated for each category using the equation (true positive +
true negative)/(true positive + true negative + false positive + false negative). The
true positive rate (true positive/(true positive + false negative)), false negative rate
(false negative/(true positive + false negative)) and precision
(true positive/(true positive + false positive)) were calculated for the calls. The
performance of SVGenT for each caller and are presented in the SVGenT columns.
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SVGenT analyzes about 700 SVs per hour, using one core on the high performance
cluster, UPPMAX. The sample-specific database takes about 20 minutes to build.
Discussion
In the era of advancing long read sequencing technologies, efficient and precise
bioinformatic tools to analyze these data are essential. It has been proven to be a
difficult task to build new pipelines and tools with high precision [33], [34], and using
several approaches will in most cases improve the result. Bioinformatic knowledge and
computational resources are needed in order to use and install the tools. Improving the
use of software by building automated pipelines for parallel execution speeds up the
analysis and is more cost-effective and approachable. SVenX executes all steps from raw
WGS data to analyzed SVs by a singe command, this includes filtering, alignment,
variant calling by multiple tools and annotation for multiple samples at a time. To the
best of our knowledge, there are no other pipelines using multiple callers to detecting
SVs by analyzing 10x Genomic Chromium data. The time for executing the pipeline
was in our setup less then five days, and the number of calls in the final VCF were 2400
on average. SV calls from every process are stored and can be found in a sample specific
folder, making it easy to access data for evaluations of each step.
Long Ranger WGS is the step that requires the most resources. Being a pipeline, it
performs de-duplication, filtering, alignment, calling and phasing variants using
molecular Chromium barcodes. There is to our knowledge no equivalent software for
10x Chromium data for comparison. Similar pipelines exists for analysis of standard
Illumina WGS data (without Chromium barcode analysis), where the execution time is
between 20 to 50 hours [35] [36], which indicates the relevance of resources required for
Long Ranger WGS.
The pipeline is optimized on performance time and to generate a manageable
number of SV calls in the final VCF file. Therefore, the variant caller TIDDIT is
especially trimmed on not calling small SVs without supporting evidence (a high
number of SAs). This will probably result in the loss of some true SVs, and more
optimization of the variant callers is necessary to improve the accuracy of the final
result. Another limitation of the script is the launching from python. Running the
whole pipeline in Nextflow exclusive would be more cost effective on account of required
resources needed. It would also make the transferring, configuration and
troubleshooting of the pipeline more manageable.
SVGenT is a complementary tool designed to improve the breakpoint junction
position, SV classification and genotype prediction. Since SVGenT does not call
variants, it is dependent on an effective primary variant caller in order to obtain and
improve the initial SV information. When benchmarking SVGenT, we can only consider
the SVs that the variant callers have detected. Benchmarking SVGenT using the public
large scale sequencing data NA12878 [20] and simulated data from CreateTranslocation
[31], demonstrates the difficulties in finding an accurate variant caller effective for all
data types. SVGenT was also tested on the validated NA12878 gold standard set of
deletions [32], and succeeded to detect 92% of all SVs ignoring the SV type, and
classified 75% as deletions. When looking more close at the read depth information over
the SV region SVGenT failed to classify, nothing gives an indication of this SV being an
deletion. SVGenT was also evaluated using the complete NA12878 dataset and a
simulated dataset, using three variant callers TIDDIT, DELLY and CNVnator
separately. The capacity in detecting validated deletions was compared before and after
SVGenT was executed. The performance diverges between callers, and also if SVGenT
is utilized or not. CNVnator only called 0.5% of the SVs in the NA12878 dataset, and
due to the small number of observations, we therefore decided not to evaluate the
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performance of SVGenT using only this caller. SVGenT improved the SV classification
in three out of five cases, and in two cases it classified equally good as the variant caller.
The detection rate was in one case worse using SVGenT, but in the same case it
improved the classification by 13% compared to the variant caller. In all other cases, it
was equally good or better at finding correct SVs. SVGenT also improved the genotype
prediction for both variant callers separately, and equally good when applied to the
merged data. The true positive rate, also known as sensitivity or recall, indicates how
well SVGenT detect the SVs. In two out of three cases SVGenT increases the sensitivity
and lower the false negative rate.
SVGenT was developed to find CNVs and INV. The benchmarking was performed
to evaluate the performance of SVGenT by comparing the result before and after
execution. The validated gold standard and true datasets used did only contain variants
SVGenT specialized in detecting, and the analyses do not consider the number of SVs
SVGenT classifies as BND due to the lack of ability in classifying translocations,
insertions and other more complex rearrangements. SVGenT shows promising results.
However, to be confident in the performance on all datasets, further analyzes have to be
done. A validated gold standard dataset containing genotype information for NA12878
could not be found.
Conclusion
SVenX is an efficient, fast and user friendly pipeline for the detection and analyzes of
SVs from 10X Genomic WGS data. As a result of a highly parallelized pipeline, SVenX
has the capacity of analyzing numerous 10x Genomics WGS samples within a week.
The pipeline calls and annotates SVs using several techniques considering different
information such as barcodes, read coverage, discordant read pairs, split reads, etc. The
genotyper SVGenT has separately from the pipeline been tested on public sequencing
datasets and simulated datasets for benchmarking. The results show that SVGenT has
the capacity of detecting and improving the SV classification of already called variants,
and provide a more accurate VCF file. SVGenT also provides important information
including normalized read coverage information for both breakpoints (2kb) separately
and between breakpoints, which are added to the updated VCF and can be used for
more complex SV analyzes.
Supporting information
S1 File. Supplementary methods. The procedure of benchmarking SVGenT.
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